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a b s t r a c t 

We use college football data and, in some cases, ESPN scout grades to estimate (1) attributes that are 

likely to result in a college quarterback being selected by a national football league (NFL) team, and (2) 

the performance of rookie quarterbacks in the NFL. We find that both college passing and rushing ability 

are significantly correlated with NFL selection, with strong passing ability the most important trait for 

making the NFL. Among quarterbacks selected for the NFL, college rushing ability is significantly corre- 

lated with NFL performance, but college passing ability is not. College rushing ability is also a significant 

determinant of NFL performance when scout grades are included as an explanatory variable. We conclude 

that rushing prowess is the key determinant of the NFL success of quarterbacks with sufficient passing 

skills to warrant NFL selection. Our findings also indicate that scouts systematically undervalue rushing 

ability when assessing the NFL potential of college quarterbacks. 
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. Introduction 

Operations Research (OR) techniques have been widely used 

o evaluate outcomes and assist decision making in sports, with 

egression analysis one of the most common analytical ap- 

roaches ( Wright, 2014 ). For example, Müller, Simons & Weinmann 

2017) use multilevel regression analysis to estimate players’ mar- 

et values in association football. Lenten, Smith & Boys (2018) pro- 

ose an alternative method to allocate draft picks in the Australian 

ootball League that reduces tanking (deliberately selecting losing 

eams to receive future benefits) relative to current rules. Kendall 

 Lenten (2017) examine sports rules from an OR perspective 

o explain situations where rules lead to unforeseen and/or un- 

anted consequences. Scarf & McHale ( 2019 ) examine the relation- 

hip between outcome uncertainty and scoring rates in interna- 

ional rugby union and conclude that increased scoring rates may 

educe spectator interest. Arlegi & Dimitrov (2020) analyze the fair- 

ess of alternative elimination-type structures for sporting com- 

etitions. Also concerning tournament design issues, Winchester 

2016) details how regression analysis inspires a change to rugby 

onus points, and Winchester & Stefani (2013) and Winchester 

2017) show that awarding rugby-style bonus points improves the 
∗ Corresponding author at: School of Economics, Auckland University of Technol- 
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ccuracy of national football league (NFL) competition tables in 

anking teams from strongest to weakest. 

A subset of the sports analytics literature focuses on drafting 

FL players. Mulholland & Jensen (2014) use college data, NFL 

ombine results, and physical measures to predict both NFL draft 

rder and NFL career success of tight ends. Wolfson, Addona & 

chmicker (2011) use games played and net points to quantitate 

FL success and conclude that college statistics have little value for 

redicting NFL quarterback performance. Pitts & Evans (2018) show 

hat quarterback Wonderlic scores – a test of cognitive ability –

re positively correlated with NFL performance. Rosen & Olbrecht 

2020) find that quarterbacks who demonstrate ‘functional mobil- 

ty’ in college perform better than those who did not. The authors 

easure functional mobility using rushing yards per attempt (pos- 

tively correlated with NFL performance) and the log of the run- 

assing completion ratio (negatively correlated with NFL perfor- 

ance). 1 

Scholars have also evaluated the market efficiency of the NFL 

raft. Several studies find that drafting decisions exhibit biases, 

ndicating an inefficient market. For example, Massey & Thaler 
1 In addition to academic studies, many organizations likely operate proprietary 

odels to predict the NFL performance of college players. Internal models that we 

re aware of include a quarterback prediction model developed by ESPN Production 

nalytics ( Katz & Bradshaw, 2015 ) and Football Outsiders’ Quarterback-Adjusted- 

tats-and-Experience (QBASE) projection system ( Schatz, 2019 ). 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.2021.03.013
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ejor
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.ejor.2021.03.013&domain=pdf
mailto:niven.winchester@aut.ac.nz
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.2021.03.013
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Table 1 

Variables included in the analysis. 

Abbreviation Description 

NFL selection indicators 

nfl_drafted Equal to one if the quarterback was drafted by an NFL 

team; zero otherwise 

nfl_played Equal to one if the quarterback played in the NFL; zero 

otherwise 

NFL performance metrics, maximum qualifying season value in each 

quarterback’s first five NFL years 

nfl_qbr NFL Total QBR 

College performance metrics, in each quarterback’s showcase season 

qbr College Total QBR 

epa_pass Expected points added from passing per 100 passing plays 

epa_run Expected points added from running per 100 rushing plays 

epa_sack Expected points added from sacks per 100 total action 

plays 

epa_pen Expected points added from penalties per 100 total action 

plays 

epa_total Total expected points added per 100 total action plays 

completions Pass completion percentage 

pass_yards Passing yards per attempt 

pass_td Passing touchdowns per attempt 

intercepts Passes intercepted per attempt 

rush_yards Rushing yards per attempt 

rush_td Rushing touchdowns per attempt 

Other variables 

scout_grade ESPN scout grade of college quarterbacks 

height Quarterback height, in inches 
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2 Adjusted Net Yards per Attempt and Passer Rating attempt to quantify the per- 

formance of a quarterback’s passing games using formulas that include passing 

yards, passing completions, passing touchdowns, and inceptions thrown. 
2013) find that teams overvalue top draft picks, and Kitchens 

2015) finds that, after controlling for individual ability, players 

rom highly-ranked college teams are drafted earlier than ath- 

etes from lower ranked teams. Furthermore, Berri & Simmons 

2011) determine what factors NFL teams consider when drafting 

uarterbacks and the relationship between draft position and NFL 

erformance. They find many college metrics that improve a quar- 

erback’s draft position are unrelated to future NFL performance. 

n the other hand, Boulier, Stekler, Coburn & Rankins (2010) , con- 

lude that, for quarterbacks and wide receivers, players picked in 

arlier rounds of the draft perform better in the NFL than players 

rafted in later rounds. 

As a quarterback is the highest-paid NFL position ( DeSilva, 

017 ), we extend the literature that estimates the NFL success of 

ollege quarterbacks using a two-stage analysis. In the initial stage, 

e first estimate the relationship between NFL selection and col- 

ege quarterback performance metrics, such as passing yards per 

ttempt and rushing yards per attempt. In the second stage, we 

xplore the relationship between the performance of quarterbacks 

n their first five years in the NFL using data from their college 

areers and, in some cases, scout grades. 

Our analysis is novel in at least four ways. To our knowledge, 

e present the first study to use Total Quarter Back Rating (QBR) 

o measure NFL performance, which Stuart (2014) shows is more 

trongly correlated with quarterback win percentages than other 

erformance measures, such as adjusted net yards per attempt 

sed by Rosen & Olbrecht (2020) . 

Second, in a robustness investigation, we adjust quarterback 

ollege statistics for the strength of opposing defenses. Despite 

arge differences in the quality of defenses across teams, as far as 

e can ascertain, no previous academic study has adjusted college 

tatistics for the strength of defenses against which quarterbacks 

lay. 

Third, our study includes an NFL selection predictor that con- 

iders all quarterbacks who played Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) 

ollege football during our sample period. In contrast, other stud- 

es that estimate a selection module only consider drafted quarter- 

acks and estimate the order in which these players will be drafted 

e.g., Berri & Simmons, 2011 ). Consequently, our analysis considers 

 wider set of quarterbacks when assessing the aspects of college 

uarterback play, which NFL teams value. 

Fourth, in some specifications, we include scout scores (in addi- 

ion to college statistics) as a predictor of NFL performance, which 

llows us to evaluate whether scouts use college statistics effi- 

iently. Several studies include the order in which a player was 

rafted as an independent variable to explain NFL success (e.g., 

osen & Olbrecht, 2020 ), but this ‘expert opinion’ metric is un- 

ble to capture absolute differences in ability and can be distorted 

y the quality of draftees for other positions (e.g., a quarterback 

rafted in a year with an outstanding crop of running backs may 

ave a higher draft order than a similar quarterback drafted in an- 

ther year). 

This paper has three further sections. The next section outlines 

ata and methods. Section 3 presents and discusses our results. 

he final section offers concluding remarks. 

. Data 

To determine which college quarterbacks will be successful in 

he NFL, we use data on college quarterbacks to estimate (1) the 

robability of quarterbacks being selected for the NFL, and (2) the 

xpected performance of college quarterbacks in the NFL. Variables 

ncluded in our analysis are summarized in Table 1 . Our NFL selec- 

ion analysis includes all quarterbacks that played for a FBS college 

eam and whose final college season was between 2005 and 2013 

inclusive). The sample for our NFL performance analysis includes 
734 
ll quarterbacks that were drafted by the NFL and/or played an NFL 

ame between 2006 and 2018 (inclusive). 

.1. Measuring NFL selection and performance 

We consider two measures for the NFL selection of college 

uarterbacks. To be categorized as ‘selected for the NFL’, a quarter- 

ack must be drafted by an NFL team under the first measure, and 

n the second measure a quarterback must play (be on the field for 

t least one play) in an NFL game. Accordingly, we create two bi- 

ary variables: nfl_drafted , which is equal to one if the quarterback 

as drafted by an NFL team and zero otherwise, and nfl_played , 

hich is equal to one if the quarterback took the field for at least 

ne play in the NFL and zero otherwise. The two measures differ 

n that a drafted quarterback may never take the field in an NFL 

ame, and an undrafted quarterback added to a team’s roster (e.g., 

s an undrafted free agent) may see playing time. 

The performance of quarterbacks in the NFL is measured us- 

ng the ‘Total Quarterback Rating’ (Total QBR) metric developed 

y ESPN ( nfl_qbr ). We use Total QBR to measure quarterback per- 

ormance since several studies show that this measure is more 

trongly correlated with team success than other measures. For 

xample, for quarterbacks who played at least 14 games includ- 

ng with 20 or more action plays during the 2006 to 2013 sea- 

ons, Stuart (2014) examined the correlation between quarterback 

in percentages and several performance metrics. Total QBR had 

he highest correlation coefficient (0.68), followed by Adjusted Net 

ards per Attempt (0.57), and Passer Rating (0.56). 2 

Total QBR is based on data from each action play (passes, 

ushes, sacks, scrambles, or penalties attributable to the quarter- 

ack) and attempts to measure each quarterback’s contribution to 

is team’s performance as accurately as possible ( Burke, 2016 ). It 

s built on Expected Points Added (EPA) in “nearly every aspect 

f quarterback play; from passing, to designed runs, to scrambles, 

o turnovers, and to penalties” ( Burke, 2016 ). In calculating Total 
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Table 2 

Summary statistics for variables included in NFL selection analysis. 

Variable Median Mean Standard Dev. Minimum Maximum 

nfl_drafted 0 0.20 0.40 0 1 

nfl_played 0 0.10 0.30 0 1 

qbr 52.67 51.62 14.78 10.23 87.48 

epa_pass 6.64 6.62 4.88 -9.08 21.66 

epa_run 0.53 0.87 2.42 -11.33 11.71 

epa_sack -2.74 -2.85 1.30 -8.70 0.00 

epa_pen 0.21 0.25 0.50 -1.02 2.13 

epa_total 5.00 4.88 6.26 -14.92 22.45 
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BR, EPA from different actions are adjusted by the quality of the 

efenses faced by each quarterback and combined and divided by 

he total number of plays to create a per-play measure of quar- 

erback efficiency. Finally, the quarterback efficiency measures are 

ransformed using a logistic regression so that they are on a 0-to- 

00 scale, with higher values indicating better performances. Total 

BR data for this study are sourced from www.espn.com on July 9, 

019. 3 

To condense our NFL performance measure into a single num- 

er for each quarterback, we use the maximum season-aggregate 

BR values recorded by each player in their first five ‘qualifying’ 

easons in the NFL. To ensure that the performance values repre- 

ent ‘typical’ results, for each quarterback, we define a qualifying 

eason as a season with 100 or more passing attempts. We use 

he first five years of each players’ NFL career in qualifying season 

alculations on the grounds that nearly all leading college quarter- 

acks enter the NFL via an annual draft for newly-eligible players, 

here first-round picks receive four-year contracts with a team op- 

ion for a fifth year ( Inabinett, 2019 ). 

.2. College performance metrics 

To measure college performance, we start with game-level data 

rom each player’s games against designated Division I FBS teams. 

or our study, we define a ‘designated FBS team’ as any team that 

as classified as a Division I FBS team by the National Collegiate 

thletic Association (NCAA) at any time since 2004. As non-FBS 

eams only occasionally play FBS teams, we do not measure the 

ollege performances of quarterbacks who played (exclusively) for 

on-FBS teams. 4 

For each game played by each quarterback against FBS oppo- 

ents, we collect three sets of data: (1) Total QBR and EPA data, (2)

traditional’ quarterback statistics, and (3) scout grades and height. 

BR-related data includes Total QBR values, EPA from passing per 

00 passing plays ( epa_pass ), EPA from running per 100 running 

lays ( epa_run ), EPA from sacks per 100 total plays ( epa_sack ), EPA

rom penalties per 100 total plays ( epa_pen ), and EPA from all plays

er 100 total plays ( epa_total ). QBR and EPA data are sourced from 

ww.espn.com on September 26, 2019. 

Traditional quarterback statistics include the percentage of 

asses attempted that were completed ( completions ), passing yards 

er passing attempt ( pass_yards ), passing touchdowns per attempt 

 pass_td ), passes intercepted per attempt ( intercepts ), rushing yards 

er rush attempt ( rush_yards ), and rushing touchdowns per at- 

empt ( rush_td ). Data on these metrics are sourced from game logs 

t https://www.sports-reference.com/ . 

.2.1. Showcase year 

Elite college quarterbacks typically play multiple seasons of FBS 

ivision I football. For each quarterback, we identify a ‘showcase’ 

eason and use (aggregate) data from that year to measure col- 

ege ability. In determining a showcase season for a quarterback, 

e first drop all seasons in the athlete’s college tenure that ac- 

ount for less than 15% of the player’s career action plays. From the 

emaining seasons, we select the year in which that quarterback 

ecorded his maximum play-weighted Total QBR value. Showcase 

eason QBR and EPA values are calculated as action play-weighted 

verages of game data, and showcase season traditional passing 

nd rushing values are calculated as, respectively, pass attempt- 

nd rush attempt-weighted averages of game statistics. 
3 As Total QBR is a proprietary statistic, precise details on how it is constructed 

re not available. Overviews of the measure are provided by Burke (2016) and Katz 

 Burke (2016) . 
4 NFL quarterbacks that played exclusively for the non-FBS teams during our sam- 

le include Joe Callahan, Ryan Fitzpatrick, Quinn Gray, Kyle Lauletta, Keith Null, J.T. 

’Sullivan, Easton Stick, and Alex Tanney. 
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.2.2. Scout grades and height 

Scouts evaluate many elements when assessing college quarter- 

acks, including physical attributes such as height, hand size, and 

peed; and less tangible qualities such as leadership, mental tough- 

ess, and competitiveness ( Landry, 2014 ). Scouts base their assess- 

ents on many pieces of information, including college statistics, 

esults from physical and mental tests, and expert opinions. We 

ource scout grades, scout_grade , from ESPN Insider ( http://insider. 

spn.com/ ). 5 ESPN scout grades are on a 0 to 100 scale, with higher

umbers assigned to superior NFL prospects. A scout grade be- 

ween 90 and 100 indicates a ‘Rare Prospect’ typically rated as one 

f the top five in his position across all college teams. A ‘Good 

rospect’, a player who gives good effort each week and is rated in 

he top half of college quarterbacks, is assigned a grade between 

0 and 69. 6 Our final explanatory variable, quarterback height (in 

nches), height , is sourced from https://www.espn.com/ . 

.3. Methods 

Our analysis includes two sets of regressions. First, we estimate 

he probability of a college quarterback being selected by an NFL 

eam using a logit model with either nfl_drafted or nfl_played as 

he dependent variable, and college QBR metrics ( qbr , epa_pass , 

pa_run , epa_sack , epa_pen ) as explanatory variables. Our sample 

ncludes all quarterbacks who played for a FBS Division I team and 

hose final college season was between 2005 and 2013 (inclusive). 

hese data are later used to measure NFL performance from 2006 

o 2018 (inclusive). Summary statistics for variables used in the 

FL selection analysis, which are based on data for 590 quarter- 

acks, are reported in Table 2 . 

Second, we estimate the expected performance of college quar- 

erbacks in the NFL by regressing the maximum season Total QBR 

alue recorded by each quarterback in their first five years in the 

FL on college performance metrics in each quarterback’s show- 

ase year, scout grades and player height. Table 3 presents sum- 

ary statistics for variables used in the NFL performance analysis, 

hich are calculated using data for the 61 college quarterbacks in 

ur sample who played in the NFL. 

A potential issue when using college data to measure a quar- 

erback’s ability is that there are large differences in ability across 

eams across the 130 Division I FBS. 7 Except for seven independent 

eams, these teams are grouped into ten conferences. Each team 

sually plays 12–15 games per season, mainly against opponents 

n its conferences. As a result, there can be large differences in 
5 As scout grades are only included in our NFL performance analysis, scout grades 

re only collected for quarterbacks that were drafted by or played for an NFL team 

n our sample period. 
6 For more details on ESPN scout grades, see http://insider.espn.com/nfl/draft/ 

ankings?year=2009 . 
7 For example, the Sagarin College Football Ratings, see https://www.usatoday. 

om/sports/ncaaf/sagarin/ , typically estimate that top-ranked Division I teams will 

eat the bottom-ranked teams by margins that exceed 50 points. 

http://www.espn.com
http://www.espn.com
https://www.sports-reference.com/
http://insider.espn.com/
https://www.espn.com/
http://insider.espn.com/nfl/draft/rankings?year=2009
https://www.usatoday.com/sports/ncaaf/sagarin/
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Table 3 

Summary statistics for variables included in NFL performance analysis. 

Variable Median Mean Standard Dev. Minimum Maximum 

nfl_qbr 52.10 49.71 15.93 9.20 72.70 

qbr 68.22 67.14 10.60 47.48 87.48 

epa_pass 11.85 11.92 3.89 0.22 21.66 

epa_run 0.75 1.82 2.61 -2.24 9.56 

epa_sack -2.46 -2.60 1.22 -5.40 -0.58 

epa_pen 0.31 0.31 0.47 -0.60 1.37 

completions 0.65 0.65 0.05 0.47 0.77 

pass_yards 8.43 8.35 1.02 6.10 10.57 

pass_td 0.066 0.07 0.02 0.03 0.11 

intercepts 0.021 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.05 

rush_yards 1.94 1.81 2.99 -6.00 8.56 

rush_td 0.051 0.05 0.04 0.00 0.14 

scout_grade 85.00 75.95 21.40 30.00 99.00 

height 75.00 75.03 1.81 71.00 79.00 
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he average quality of defenses that each quarterback plays against. 

otal QBR ( qbr ) values are adjusted for the strength of opposing de- 

enses, but metrics used to determine the aspects of quarterback 

lay that are important for NFL selection and performance (e.g., 

assing yards per attempt and rushing yards per attempt) are not. 

o investigate this issue, in Appendix A , we estimate the defen- 

ive strength of each college team and adjust college metrics for 

he strength of opposing defenses. The robustness check produces 

imilar findings to those presented in Section 3 . 

. Results 

.1. NFL selection 

As noted in the previous section, we first estimate the probabil- 

ty of quarterbacks being drafted and/or playing in the NFL based 

n college performance metrics. In our sample 20% of college quar- 

erbacks were drafted into the NFL, and 10% were involved in at 

east one NFL action play. Table 4 presents marginal effects from 

ogit regressions when the dependent variable is either nfl_drafted 

r nfl_played and all predictors are at their mean values. 8 Columns 

S.1) and (S.4) report results when the only dependent variable is 

ach quarterback’s QBR in their showcase college season. The ‘Av- 

rage probability’ estimates in Table 4 reveal that a quarterback 

ith a QBR equal to the average value (51.6) has a 10.1% chance 

f being drafted and a 4.8% chance of playing in the NFL. The es- 

imated marginal effects indicate that, on average, a one-point in- 

rease in a player’s qbr increases that quarterback’s probability of 

eing drafted by an NFL team by about 1.4 percentage points, and 

he chances of playing in the NFL by about 0.8 percentage points. 

As calculations based on marginal effects are linear approxima- 

ions, we estimate the impact of large changes in qbr values on NFL 

election outcomes using the estimated logit functions. In these 

alculations, a quarterback with a qbr value one standard devia- 

ion above average (51.6 + 14.8 = 66.4) has a 42.0% chance of being

rafted and a 20.3% chance of playing in the NFL. 9 These calcu- 

ations (combined with the ‘average probability’ estimates) indi- 

ate that being one standard deviation above average increases a 

layer’s chances of being drafted and playing in the NFL by a fac- 

or of four. 

Regressions (S.2) and (S.5) investigate the effect of total ex- 

ected points added per 100 plays on the probability of being 
8 Estimating Eqs. (S.1) to (S.4) using Probit estimators yields almost identical re- 

ults to those reported in Table 4 . 
9 For comparison, applying the estimated marginal effects suggest that a quar- 

erback with a qbr value one standard deviation above average has 36.6% 

0.1012 + 0.0141 ×14.8) chance of being drafted and a 17.2% (0.0475 + 0.0084 ×14.8) 

hance of playing in the NFL. 

t

t

(

(

(

736 
rafted by an NFL team. Regression (S.2) indicates that, on aver- 

ge, an additional expected point added per 100 plays increases 

he probability of a quarterback being drafted by 3.37 percent- 

ge points, and the probability of playing in the NFL by 1.95 

ercentage points. According to the estimated logit function, a 

layer with an epa_total value one standard deviation above av- 

rage (4.9 + 6.3 = 11.2) has a 42.4% chance of being drafted and a

0.3% of playing in the NFL. Like specifications (S.1) and (S.4), these 

esults indicate that being a standard deviation better than average 

uadruples the probability of a quarterback both being drafted by 

n NFL team and playing in the NFL. 

Specifications (S.3) and (S.6) investigate the components of a 

uarterback’s skill set that are important for NFL selection. Pass- 

ng ability has the largest impact on the NFL selection of col- 

ege quarterbacks. The coefficient on epa_pass is statistically sig- 

ificant at a one percent significance level in both the nfl_drafted 

nd nfl_played equations. The estimated marginal effects indicate 

hat an additional point per 100 passing plays increases a quarter- 

ack’s chances of being drafted and playing in the NFL by, respec- 

ively, 3.9 and 2.3 percentage points. Using the estimates for the 

ogit function, a player with an epa_pass value one standard devi- 

tion above average (6.6 + 4.9 = 15.8) and average values for other 

PA components has a 38.6% of being drafted and an 18.4% chance 

f playing in the NFL. 

Running ability, as measured by epa_run , is the next most im- 

ort attribute for NFL selection and like passing ability has a p - 

alue less than 0.01. Calculated using the estimated logit function, 

 quarterback with an epa_run value one standard deviation above 

verage (0.9 + 2.4 = 3.3) and average values for other EPA com- 

onents has a 15.8% chance of being drafted and a 7.4% chance 

f playing in the NFL. Comparing the estimates for epa_pass and 

pa_run indicates that a player with a passing ability one standard 

eviation above average is four times more likely to be selected 

or the NFL (either drafted or play) than an average college quar- 

erback, and a quarterback with rushing ability one standard devi- 

tion above average is 1.7 times more likely to be selected for the 

FL. 

Expected points added from avoiding sacks ( epa_sack ) and the 

bility to accrue positive penalties and avoid negative penalties 

 epa_pen ) are not statistically significant in either the nfl_drafted 

r nfl_played equations. 

To summarize our NFL selection results, both QBR and total ex- 

ected points added are strong predictors of a college quarterback 

eing selected for the NFL. When considering the different com po- 

ents of college performance measures, passing ability is the most 

mportant determinant of NFL selection followed by running abil- 

ty. 10 

.2. NFL performance 

We now focus on predicting the performance of college quar- 

erbacks selected for the NFL who recorded at least one season 

ith 100 or more passing attempts in their first five years of NFL 

ligibility. To eyeball the data, Fig. 1 presents scatter diagrams 

or (a) NFL performance ( nfl_qbr ) and college passing performance 

 pass_yards ), and (b) NFL performance and college rushing perfor- 

ance ( rush_yards ), and a linear line of best fit between for each 

air of variables. The diagrams indicate that college rushing abil- 

ty is more strongly correlated with NFL performance than college 
10 An interesting side note is that our NFL selection analysis can be used to iden- 

ify players that were either lucky or unlucky to be involved in the NFL. According 

o equation (S.3), players who were unlucky not be drafted include Joe Southwick 

80% estimated probability of being drafted), Brett Smith (75%), and Chase Clement 

71%). Conversely, players who were fortunate to be drafted include Rhett Bomar 

3%), Jake Locker (4%), and Blaine Gabbert (6%). 
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Table 4 

Determinants of NFL selection. 

Dependent variable nfl_drafted Dependent variable nfl_played 

(S.1) (S.2) (S.3) (S.4) (S.5) (S.6) 

qbr 0.0141 ∗∗∗ 0.0084 ∗∗∗

[0.00096] [0.000983] 

epa_total 0.0337 ∗∗∗ 0.01945 ∗∗∗

[0.0023] [0.00235] 

epa_pass 0.0387 ∗∗∗ 0.02289 ∗∗∗

[0.00273] [0.00277] 

epa_run 0.0274 ∗∗∗ 0.01618 ∗∗∗

[0.00554] [0.00454] 

epa_sack 0.00736 0.00097 

[0.0112] [0.00941] 

epa_pen 0.03558 0.004865 

[0.0290] [0.02504] 

Constant -8.690 ∗∗∗ -3.692 ∗∗∗ -4.763 ∗∗∗ -8.701 ∗∗∗ -4.236 ∗∗∗ -5.279 ∗∗∗

[0.799] [0.308] [0.534] [0.930] [0.375] [0.647] 

Average probability † 0.1012 0.0988 0.0925 0.0475 0.0483 0.0447 

Observations 590 590 590 590 590 590 

Log likelihood -209.1 -206.9 -201.4 -151.5 -151.9 -148.4 

Notes: . 
∗∗∗ significant at the 0.01 level; ∗∗significant at the 0.05 level; ∗significant at the 0.1 level; standard errors in parenthesis. Marginal effects 

for logit regression when predictors are at their sample means. 
† Probability of being drafted into/playing in the NFL when predictors are at their mean values. 

Fig. 1. The relationship between NFL QBR values (a) passing yards per attempt, and (b) rushing yards per attempt. 
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assing performance. This view is substantiated by the linear lines 

f best fit for the two scatter diagrams. These equations are: (a) 

fl_qbr = 44.38 + 0.58 ×pass_yards , slope coefficient p -value = 0.708 

nd R 

2 = 0.024; and (b) nfl_qbr = 45.31 + 2.43 ×rush_yards , slope

oefficient p -value = 0.0 0 0 and R 

2 = 0.209. Notably, rush_yards is

 statistically significant determinant of NFL performance, but 

ass_yards is not. Combined, the NFL selection results and our pre- 

iminary NFL performance analysis indicate that quarterbacks se- 

ected for the NFL are good (or better) passers, and that rushing 
737 
bility is a better predictor of NFL performance than differences in 

assing ability among good passers. 

To further investigate what college performance metrics are as- 

ociated with NFL success, the results from regressing nfl_qbr on 

ultiple college metrics using ordinary least squares (OLS) are re- 

orted in Table 5 . Regression (P.1) includes qbr and height as de- 

endent variables. The estimate for qbr is a statistically signifi- 

ant determinant of NFL performance at a 5% significance level 

 p -value 0.031) and indicates that, a one point increase in a 
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Table 5 

Determinants of NFL performance (dependent variable nfl_qbr ). 

P.1 P.2 P.3 P.4 P.5 P.6 P.7 P.8 

qbr 0.423 ∗∗

[0.191] 

scout_grade 0.332 ∗∗∗ 0.263 ∗∗∗ 0.231 ∗∗ 0.290 ∗∗∗ 0.258 ∗∗∗

[0.0936] [0.0941] [0.0980] [0.0823] [0.0846] 

height 2.175 ∗ 1.957 ∗ 1.831 0.169 0.664 0.479 

[1.122] [1.065] [1.108] [1.108] [1.106] [1.209] 

epa_pass 0.323 0.127 

[0.510] [0.487] 

epa_run 2.703 ∗∗∗ 2.316 ∗∗∗ 2.067 ∗∗∗

[0.769] [0.738] [0.675] 

epa_sack -0.296 -1.100 

[1.620] [1.555] 

epa_pen 7.536 ∗ 5.902 

[4.048] [3.863] 

pass_yards 0.682 1.452 

[3.098] [2.992] 

pass_td -11.54 -48.85 

[157.4] [151.9] 

intercepts -262.8 -206.1 

[230.4] [222.5] 

completions -27.99 -50.23 

[51.44] [50.27] 

rush_yards 2.281 ∗∗∗ 1.747 ∗∗ 1.876 ∗∗∗

[0.658] [0.671] [0.605] 

rush_td 85.16 82.18 

[54.31] [52.14] 

Constant -141.9 -109.0 -77.23 11.81 -30.49 17.08 23.94 ∗∗∗ 26.69 ∗∗∗

[88.01] [82.17] [92.56] [80.84] [82.46] [97.47] [6.371] [6.416] 

Observations 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 

R-squared 0.109 0.254 0.309 0.206 0.349 0.376 0.316 0.319 

Adjusted R-squared 0.078 0.187 0.218 0.179 0.276 0.280 0.293 0.296 

P -value of F-Stat Test of Regression 0.0356 0.0054 0.0046 0.0012 0.0005 0.0011 0.0000 0.0000 

Notes: . 
∗∗∗ significant at the 0.01 level;. 
∗∗ significant at the 0.05 level;. 
∗ significant at the 0.1 level; Standard errors in parenthesis. Coefficients estimated using OLS. 
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uarterback’s college QBR increases that player’s expected NFL QBR 

y 0.42 points. At the 10% significance level, the equation also sug- 

ests that, ceteris paribus, taller quarterbacks perform better in the 

FL, with an extra inch in height increasing a player’s expected 

fl_qbr by 2.2 points. 

Regression (P.2) replaces QBR with the EPA components that 

eed into this metric. This allows us to assess what attributes of 

ollege quarterback play are most important for NFL success. Con- 

istent with our preliminary NFL performance analysis, the coef- 

cient on epa_pass ( p -value = 0.529) is not a statistically signifi- 

ant determinant of NFL performance but epa_run ( p -value = 0.001) 

s. The point estimate for epa_run suggests that an additional one 

oint from rushing per 100 plays increases a player’s nfl_qbr by 2.7 

oints. The standard deviation for epa_run is 2.61, so a player with 

n epa_run of one standard deviation above the average is expected 

o record a nfl_qbr value equal to 7.0 (2.70 ×2.61) points higher 

han a quarterback with average rushing ability. Section 3.1 re- 

ealed that good passing ability is effectively a prerequisite for NFL 

election, so this outcome confirms the results in our preliminary 

nalysis that a key indicator of the NFL performance of good col- 

ege passers is their rushing ability. The finding that passing abil- 

ty is not a significant determinant of the NFL performance of se- 

ected quarterbacks is consistent with the conclusions of Wolfson, 

ddona & Schmicker (2011) and Pitts & Evans (2018) , and the re- 

ult that college rushing ability is positively correlated with NFL 

uccess concurs with Rosen & Olbrecht (2020) . Katz & Bradshaw 

2015) postulate that good college rushers succeed in the NFL be- 

ause good runners have the ability to extend drives. 

The estimate for epa_pen indicates that the ability of college 

uarterbacks to draw penalties is also positively correlated with 
738 
FL success, but the association is not as strong as for rushing 

bility. A one standard deviation improvement in epa_pen increases 

 player’s expected nfl_qbr by 3.54 (7.54 ×0.47) points, and the p - 

alue for this variable (0.068) is higher than that for epa_rush . The 

igher R̄ 2 value in regression (P.2) relative to (P.1) value – it in- 

reases from 0.078 to 0.187 – suggests that the weights on the 

PA variables in QBR calculations are not optimal for estimating 

he NFL performance of college quarterbacks. 

Regression (P.3) replaces EPA values with traditional college 

uarterback performance metrics. The rushing ability measure 

 rush_yards , p -value = 0.001) is the only statistically significant de- 

erminant of NFL performance. The estimate for this variable indi- 

ates that a one standard deviation increase in rush_yards increases 

 player’s expected nfl_qbr by 6.82 (2.28 ×2.99) points. This result 

s further evidence that rushing ability is, on average, a key deter- 

inant of the NFL success of college quarterbacks. The increase in 

he R̄ 2 (from 0.187 to 0.218) when traditional college performance 

etrics are used in place of EPA values, suggests that traditional 

etrics are better at capturing the ability of college quarterbacks 

elative to QBR components. 

Regression (P. 4) uses scout grades to predict NFL performance. 

he coefficient on scout_grade is statistically significant at all con- 

entional levels ( p -value = 0.001), indicating that scouts do a rea- 

onable job (or better) assessing the NFL potential of college quar- 

erbacks. Height is not statistically significant in regression (P.4), 

mplying that scouts factor in height when assigning grades to 

uarterbacks. The R 

2 in regression (P.4) is lower than those in (P.2) 

nd (P.3), indicating that some aspects of a quarterback’s play may 

ot be correctly assessed by scouts. This possibility is evaluated in 

he next two specifications. 
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Table 6 

The relationship between scout grades and college metrics (dependent variable 

scout_grade ). 

F.1 F.2 F.23 

qbr 0.467 ∗∗

[0.228] 

epa_total 1.118 ∗∗

[0.528] 

epa_pass 1.165 ∗

[0.638] 

epa_run 0.984 

[0.999] 

Constant 32.18 ∗∗ 50.60 ∗∗∗ 47.80 ∗∗∗

[15.23] [6.269] [8.323] 

Observations 115 115 115 

R-squared 0.036 0.038 0.031 

Notes: . 
∗∗∗ significant at the 0.01 level;. 
∗∗ significant at the 0.05 level;. 
∗ significant at the 0.1 level; Standard errors in parenthesis.; equations estimated 

using ordinary least squares. 
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The EPA components are included with scout grades in re- 

ressions (P.5). The statistically significant estimate for epa_run 

 p -value = 0.003) indicates that scouts undervalue rushing ability 

hen assessing the NFL potential of college quarterbacks. 11 As the 

 -value for epa_pen is 0.13 there is also weak evidence that scouts 

nderestimate the ability of college quarterbacks to draw penalties 

n NFL performance. At the same time, the greater explanatory 

ower in regression (P.5) relative to (P.2) (the R̄ 2 increases from 

.206 to 0.349), reveals that scout grades include relevant infor- 

ation that is not captured by EPA variables. The results from re- 

ression (P.6), which include traditional college performance met- 

ics and scout grades, yield similar conclusions: rushing ability is 

ot appropriately evaluated by scouts, but scouts include pertinent 

nformation that is not captured in traditional college metrics. 

Regression (P.7) and (P.8) examine the robustness of our find- 

ngs by omitting college performance metrics that are not statis- 

ically significant in, respectively, (P.5) and (P.6). College rushing 

bility – whether measured using EPA or rushing yards per attempt 

continues to be a statistically significant determinant of NFL per- 

ormance when scout grades are included. 

In a further investigation of scouts’ evaluation of college rushing 

bility, for the 115 college quarterbacks awarded a scout grade in 

ur sample, we regress scout_grade on (F.1) qbr , (F.2) epa_total , and 

F.3) epa_pass and epa_run and report results in Table 6 . In regres- 

ions (F.1) and (F.2), respectively, qbr and epa_total are significant 

eterminants of scout_grade at a 5% significance level. In regres- 

ion (F.3), epa_pass is a significant determinant (at a 10% signifi- 

ance level) but epa_run is not statistically significant. These results 

rovide additional evidence that scouts inadequately value rushing 

bility when assessing the NFL potential of college quarterbacks. 

In summary, our results reveal that passing ability is important 

or being selected by an NFL team; however, among good passers 

elected for the league, rushing ability is the key attribute that, on 

verage, determines the performance of quarterbacks in the NFL. 

couts do reasonably well at predicting the NFL performance of 

ollege quarterbacks but appear to consistently underweight play- 

rs’ rushing ability. In measuring rushing ability, it appears that 
11 Further analysis suggests that scouts ignore rushing ability when assigning 

rades. In unreported regressions, for the 115 quarterbacks awarded a scout grade 

n our sample, we regressed scout_grade separately on (1) qbr , (2) epa_total , and 

3) epa_pass and epa_run . In regressions (1) and (2), respectively, qbr and epa_total 

ere significant determinants of scout_grade at a 5% significance level. In regression 

3), epa_pass was a significant determinant (at a 10% significance level) but epa_run 

as not statistically significant. 

d

F

o

6

h

i

739 
ushing yards per attempt performs at least as well as ESPN’s EPA 

rom running plays. 

In a further robustness check, Appendix A presents results for 

ur NFL selection and performance analyses when college metrics 

re adjusted for the strength of opposing defenses. Results are very 

imilar to those estimated above. 

.3. Predicted vs. Actual NFL performance 

To assess the accuracy of the model to predict NFL performance, 

redicted nfl_qbr ( ̂ n f l _ qbr ) values from regression (P.8) – which in- 

ludes only rush_yards and scout_grades as explanatory variables –

re plotted against observed nfl_qbr values in Fig. 2 (and predicted 

nd actual nfl_qbr values for each player are reported in Appendix 

able B1 ). By design, the average observed value equals the average 

redicted value, which is 49.7. 

The scatter plot indicates that regression (P.8) does, on aver- 

ge, a good job predicting successful NFL quarterbacks, but there 

s some variability in prediction accuracy. The regression equation 

as mixed success when predicting quarterbacks that record very 

ow nfl_qbr values. Specifically, even though the model correctly 

redicted that Ryan Lindley (RL) was one of the weakest quarter- 

acks selected for the NFL in the sample, his observed nfl_qbr (9.2) 

s much lower than his predicted value (33.2). Similarly, Jimmy 

lausen (JC) recorded the second lowest nfl_qbr value (13.2) in our 

ample but his predicted value was 46.7 (slightly below the av- 

rage predicted value). JaMarcus Russel (JR) also performed worse 

han expected. His predicted nfl_qbr was 57.14 but he only achieved 

2.5. Considering that the Raiders used their first pick of the draft 

aMarcus Russel and paid him one of the highest rookie quarter- 

ack salaries in the history of the NFL ( Gay, 2007 ), other predic-

ors also overestimated JaMarcus Russel’s NFL potential. The model 

lso expected Johnny Manziel (JM) to perform better than he did, 

lthough his predicted nfl_qbr valued (64.5) is in the same neigh- 

orhood as his observed value (54.1) and, as expected, he per- 

ormed better than the average rookie NFL quarterback in our 

ample. 12 

Turning to quarterbacks who performed better than predicted 

y the model, Matt Moore (MM) was predicted to record one of 

he lowest nfl_qbr in the sample (35.7) but his actual value (63.0) 

as 17.1 points above the average. Nick Foles (NF) also recorded a 

igher nfl_qbr (71.5) than predicted by the model (44.0). 

Nevertheless, as noted above, the model does a reasonable over- 

ll job predicting the NFL performance of college quarterbacks. 

layers who the model correctly predicted would be good NFL 

uarterbacks include Cam Newton (CN, predicted nfl_qbr 61.3 and 

ctual nfl_qbr 67.0), Vince Young (VY, 64.5 and 69.5) and Andrew 

uck (AL, 68.03and 65.9). 

To further illustrate the importance of rushing ability for suc- 

essful NFL quarterbacks, Fig. 3 plots predicted and actual values 

or regression (P.8), which includes scout_grade and rush_yards 

s explanatory variables, and an equation regression that only 

ncludes scout_grade . The comparison reveals that there is a 

arked improvement in predictions when rushing ability is 

xplicitly included, especially for elite quarterbacks. That is, by 

ot appropriately accounting for rushing ability when measuring 

he NFL potential of college quarterbacks, scouts have difficultly 

ifferentiating elite quarterbacks from those who are very good. 

or example, Andrew Luck was expected to register a nfl_qbr value 

f 57.5 (AL-S on chart) based on scout grades, but this increases to 

9.1 (AL-R on chart) when rush_yards are included (and is close to 

is observed value of 65.9). 
12 One reason the regression may have overestimated Manziel’s NFL performance 

s that it does not account for his off-field issues – see, for example, Kaplan (2016) . 
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Fig. 2. Actual and Predicted Values for nfl_qbr from Regression (P.8) Note: Dashes represent the line where actual values equal predicted values. 

Fig. 3. Actual and predicted values for nfl_qbr for regressions (P.8) (blue triangles) and when scout_grades is the only explanatory variable (orange dots). Note: The dashed 

line represents locations where actual values equal predicted values. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 

version of this article.) 
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. Conclusions 

Drafting quarterbacks who are likely to have successful profes- 

ional careers is crucial to the success of NFL teams. In this paper, 

e identified traits of college quarterbacks that are linked to suc- 

ess in the NFL. Our investigation employed a two-stage analysis. 
740 
n the first stage, we estimated the relationship between NFL se- 

ection and college quarterback performance metrics. This analysis 

evealed that passing ability is the most important aspect of quar- 

erback play for NFL selection. Our numbers indicate that a college 

uarterback with passing ability one standard deviation above av- 

rage is approximately four times more likely to be selected by an 
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13 Defense-quality scalars for each team in each year are estimated using data on 

game score and a propriety algorithm developed by Rugby Vision. Defense-quality 

scalars for each team in each season are available in the supplementary information 

published with this paper. In evaluating reliability of the algorithm for rugby union, 

Winchester (2019) found that the algorithm’s predictions for the 2019 Rugby World 

Cup were more accurate than bookmakers’ handicaps/lines. 
14 The estimated marginal effect for epa_pass and epa_run in Table A1 are smaller 

than those in Table 4 as good quarterbacks typically play good defenses, so epa_pass 

and epa_run values for good quarterbacks are multiplied by a number greater than 

one when quality adjusted college metrics are used. 
15 The estimated marginal effects for epa_run and rush_yards in Table A2 are lower 

than in Table 5 for the reasons discussed in footnote 12. 
FL team than an average quarterback. Rushing ability is also pos- 

tively correlated with NFL selection. Our estimates suggest that a 

uarterback with rushing ability one standard deviation above the 

verage is two-thirds more likely to be selected by an NFL team 

han an average quarterback. 

In the second stage, we explored the relationship between the 

erformances of rookie quarterbacks in their first five years in the 

FL, as measured by ESPN’s Total QBR, using data from their col- 

ege careers and, in some cases, scout grades. We found that quar- 

erbacks who recorded higher college QBR values performed bet- 

er in the NFL than players with lower QBR values. Deconstructing 

he aspects of college quarterback play important for NFL success, 

layers with better college rushing statistics performed better in 

he NFL than players with worse rushing statistics. The same was 

ot true for players with better college passing statistics. That is, 

mong quarterbacks selected for the NFL, college passing ability 

as not significantly correlated with NFL performance. These re- 

ults were present both when the EPA components used for QBR 

alculations (EPA from passing and EPA from rushing) were used to 

easure college performance, and when traditional college metrics 

passing yards per attempt and rushing yards per attempt) were 

pplied. Combining results from the two stages suggest that col- 

ege quarterbacks must be high-quality passers to make the NFL 

ut, on average, quarterbacks also have to be good rushers to 

ucceed in the NFL. In a robustness check (see Appendix A ), we 

eached the same conclusions when college metrics were adjusted 

or the strength of opposing defenses. 

The finding that college rushing performance is a key determi- 

ant of NFL success also persisted when we controlled for ESPN 

cout grades. This indicates that scouts systematically undervalue 

ushing ability when assessing the NFL potential of college quarter- 

acks. A practical implication is that NFL teams should pay more 

ttention to rushing ability when assessing college quarterbacks. 

etermining why good college rushers perform better in the NFL 

han inferior rushers is a fruitful avenue for further research. 
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ppendix A: Analysis using college metrics adjusted for the 

trength of opposing defenses 

This appendix details how we adjust college metrics for the 

uality of opposing defenses and presents results using the quality- 

djusted data. As noted in the main text, Total QBR ( qbr ) is ad-

usted for the strength of opposing defenses by ESPN. In this ap- 

endix, for consistency, we use ESPN’s Raw QBR values, which are 

ot adjusted for opposing defenses, and quality adjust this metric 

sing the same procedures used for other college metrics. 

Our quality adjustments are built on a prediction model that, 

or each season, estimates the number of points each defense 

ould concede against an average offense. Next, we divide these 
741 
stimates by the number of points an average defense would con- 

ede against an average offense. Inverting this ratio results in a 

efense-quality scalar for each team, where a value less than one 

ndicates a below average defense, and a value greater than one 

ndicates an above average defense. 13 Quarterback metrics that are 

ositively correlated with performance ( qbr, epa-pass, epa-run, epa- 

en, completions, pass_yards, pass_td, rush_yards, rush_td ) are mul- 

iplied by defense-quality scalars so, for example, recording eight 

assing yards per attempt against a good defense is worth more 

han achieving the same value against a poor defense. Quarter- 

ack metrics that are negatively correlated with performance ( in- 

ercepts, epa_sack ) are divided by defense-quality scalars so, for ex- 

mple, conceding an interception to a good defense has a lower 

mpact than giving up an interception to a poor defense. The sim- 

le approach of multiplying or dividing college metrics by defense 

uality scalars may not be optimal and other algorithms may pro- 

uce different strength ratings, but we believe this is a useful ex- 

loratory step for evaluating the impact of adjusting college data 

or the strength of opposing defenses on the ability of college met- 

ics to predict NFL performance. 

Results for our NFL selection analysis using college metrics 

djusted for the strength of opposing defenses are presented in 

able A1 . The results from these analyses are similar to those using 

aw college metrics presented in the main text. For example, com- 

aring regressions (AS.3) and (S.3), the estimated probability of an 

verage quarterbacking being draft by an NFL team is 9.1% when 

ollege metrics are adjusted for opposing defenses and 9.3% using 

nadjusted college metrics. Also for (AS.3) and (S.3), the predicted 

robability that a quarterback with an epa_pass value one standard 

eviation above average will be drafted is 37.7% when quality ad- 

usted college metrics are used, and 38.5% when unadjusted data 

re used. The corresponding estimates for epa_run values on stan- 

ard deviation above average are also similar: 15.4% using quality 

djusted data and 15.8% using unadjusted data. 14 A difference be- 

ween the results in Table A1 and those in Table 4 is that the coef-

cient on epa_sack is statistically significant when college data are 

djusted for opposing defenses, but it is insignificant when unad- 

usted data are used. 

Table A2 presents results for our NFL performance analysis 

hen college metrics are adjusted for opposing defenses. Results 

or this analysis are also similar to those estimated using unad- 

usted data (presented in Table 5 ). Notably, results for regression 

AP.7) and (AP.8) show that rushing ability – as measured by either 

pa_run or rush_yards – is a statistically significant determinant of 

FL performance when scout grades are included as an explana- 

ory variable. 15 That is, our finding that scouts undervalue rushing 

bility when assessing the NFL potential of college quarterbacks is 

lso present when college metrics are adjusted for opposing de- 

enses. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.2021.03.013
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Table A1 

Determinants of NFL selection using quality adjusted college metrics. 

Dependent variable nfl_drafted Dependent variable nfl_played 

(AS.1) (AS.2) (AS.3) (AS.4) (AS.5) (AS.6) 

qbr 0.0095 ∗∗∗ 0.00558 ∗∗∗

[0.00064] [0.0006] 

epa_total 0.0314 ∗∗∗ 0.01794 ∗∗∗

[0.0020] [0.0020] 

epa_pass 0.03163 ∗∗∗ 0.01832 ∗∗∗

[0.002305] [0.002] 

epa_run 0.02111 ∗∗∗ 0.0123 ∗∗∗

[0.0048] [0.0037] 

epa_sack 0.0226 ∗∗ 0.0132 

[0.01109] [0.0098] 

epa_pen 0.02288 0.0097 

[0.02189] [0.0188] 

Constant -6.873 ∗∗∗ -3.824 ∗∗∗ -4.002 ∗∗∗ -7.344 ∗∗∗ -4.413 ∗∗∗ -4.618 ∗∗∗

[0.588] [0.310] [0.549] [0.700] [0.379] [0.682] 

Average probability † 0.1188 0.0982 0.0912 0.0508 0.0452 0.0401 

Observations 590 590 590 590 590 590 

log likelihood -209.0 -197.5 -189.3 -145.2 -143.1 -136.6 

Notes: . 
∗∗∗ significant at the 0.01 level;. 
∗∗ significant at the 0.05 level; ∗significant at the 0.1 level; Standard errors in parenthesis. Marginal effects for logit regression when 

predictors are at their sample means. 
† Probability of being drafted into/playing in the NFL when predictors are at their mean values. 

Table A2 

Determinants of NFL performance using quality adjusted college metrics (dependent variable nfl_qbr ). 

AP.1 AP.2 AP.3 AP.4 AP.5 AP.6 AP.7 AP.8 

qbr 0.277 ∗∗

[0.109] 

scout_grade 0.332 ∗∗∗ 0.259 ∗∗ 0.256 ∗∗ 0.285 ∗∗∗ 0.259 ∗∗∗

[0.0936] [0.103] [0.109] [0.0851] [0.0874] 

height 1.823 ∗ 1.794 ∗ 1.629 0.169 0.568 0.202 

[1.082] [1.051] [1.131] [1.108] [1.114] [1.243] 

epa_pass 0.179 -0.0285 

[0.370] [0.362] 

epa_run 1.890 ∗∗∗ 1.595 ∗∗∗ 1.421 ∗∗

[0.600] [0.585] [0.555] 

epa_sack -0.408 -1.675 

[1.903] [1.884] 

epa_pen 6.593 ∗∗ 4.940 

[3.274] [3.193] 

pass_yards 0.724 1.817 

[2.356] [2.309] 

pass_td 1.264 -28.75 

[118.0] [114.0] 

intercepts -312.4 -189.9 

[267.4] [261.8] 

completions -17.76 -42.46 

[32.59] [32.99] 

rush_yards 1.891 ∗∗∗ 1.467 ∗∗ 1.483 ∗∗

[0.601] [0.605] [0.557] 

rush_td 70.52 67.06 

[47.31] [45.42] 

Constant -109.1 -95.69 -69.05 11.81 -22.68 28.50 24.89 ∗∗∗ 26.37 ∗∗∗

[82.35] [80.57] [85.45] [80.84] [82.15] [91.88] [6.517] [6.541] 

Observations 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 

R-squared 0.1306 0.2443 0.2795 0.2062 0.3242 0.3489 0.2866 0.2922 

Adjusted R-squared 0.1006 0.1756 0.1844 0.1788 0.2491 0.2488 0.2620 0.2678 

P -value of F-Stat Test of Regression 0.0173 0.0074 0.0113 0.0012 0.0013 0.0027 0.0001 0.0000 

Notes: . 
∗∗∗ significant at the 0.01 level;. 
∗∗ significant at the 0.05 level;. 
∗ significant at the 0.1 level; Standard errors in parenthesis. 
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ppendix B: Actual and predicted NFL performance 

Table B1 

Actual and Predicted nfl_qbr Values. 

Name Actual nfl_qbr Predicted nfl_qbr

Matt Barkley 39.8 50.1 

John Beck 39.1 47.6 

Blake Bortles 59.2 56.1 

Sam Bradford 58.8 53.9 

Teddy Bridgewater 57.5 52.1 

Derek Carr 56.1 49.4 

Jimmy Clausen 13.2 46.7 

Kellen Clemens 33.5 55.1 

Kirk Cousins 71.7 51.8 

Brodie Croyle 36.1 43.1 

Jay Cutler 65.7 55.2 

Andy Dalton 70 58.5 

Austin Davis 44.2 40.7 

Trent Edwards 48.4 52.3 

Nick Foles 71.5 44.0 

Josh Freeman 70.3 55.4 

Blaine Gabbert 37.8 55.6 

Mike Glennon 53.1 40.7 

Bruce Gradkowski 60 46.9 

Robert Griffin III 69.4 58.6 

Caleb Hanie 17.3 34.6 

Chad Henne 62.8 50.8 

Colin Kaepernick 71.8 60.9 

Case Keenum 48.3 35.6 

Kevin Kolb 46.4 47.6 

Matt Leinart 56.8 53.3 

Thaddeus Lewis 18.7 36.4 

Ryan Lindley 9.2 33.2 

Jake Locker 58.7 60.7 

Andrew Luck 65.9 68.3 

Ryan Mallett 55.4 44.5 
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